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Kind-hearted people might of course think there was some ingenious way to disarm or defeat an enemy without too much bloodshed.

Carl von Clausewitz discounts the pursuit of a bloodless war as misguided and doomed to defeat. After all, war's aim is to destroy the enemy's forces. How can this goal be accomplished without physical force or combat? Indeed, this rule "holds good even if no actual fighting occurs," when the enemy recognizes that defeat by combat is certain. Yet when Sun Tzu states that "to subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill," he is not referring to the threat of annihilation, but to an attack on the enemy's plans or strategy, what he calls the "supreme importance" in war. All the generals in 500 BC didn't say "Amen," rather; "This is beyond our comprehension!" Sun Tzu was clearly ahead of his time. Perhaps he should be translated as saying, "This aim is of supreme importance in war: an attack on the enemy's information." After all, when Clausewitz speaks of destruction of enemy forces, "nothing obliges us to limit this idea to physical force: the moral element must also be considered" – that is, the will of the enemy.

We are further encouraged to avoid the costs and dangers inherent in
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destroying the enemy by employing "other policies." The "other policy" we are proposing here is Information Warfare, primarily the notion of "cyberwar."

Cyberwar involves conflict in the realm in which systems that operate in the electromagnetic spectrum – computers, telecommunications, etc. – interact.

Information Warfare (IW) is defined as "actions taken during times of crisis or conflict (including war) to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one's own information and information systems." In its broadest sense, IW comprises six components or pillars: psychological operations (PSYOP), electronic warfare (EW), operations security (OPSEC), deception, and computer network attack (CNA). With the exception of CNA, these are all traditional tools of warfare, both defensive and offensive. They can be used singly or in concert to prepare the battlefield for conventional attack. In the case of EW, there is even potential for violent, kinetic attack in the form of anti-radiation missiles (HARM). In fact, the destruction of a key enemy communications link could be construed as IW rather than purely strike warfare.

CNA, the main component of what we define as cyberwar, is strictly offensive and has the widest range of subtlety and destructive effect – yet it need not be lethal. The great leap comes in suggesting that IW techniques alone can decide a conflict or win a war, and do so bloodlessly.

Through the ages, war theorists and practitioners have recognized that advances in technology permit new and innovative ways to wage war, even if
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changes in doctrine often lag changes in lethality. This phenomenon is especially true of cyberwar, which, like air warfare, introduces an entirely new medium to the battle – the realm of cyberspace. It is through this dimension, divorced from geography, that we may be able to stanch the bloody war of Clausewitz.

Secretary of Defense William Cohen puts modern information processing and command and control capabilities at the heart of the current revolution in military affairs. DESERT STORM can be viewed as a precursor to the increasing predominance of information in war. Although the techniques employed by the U.S. did not represent quantum leaps in technology, the glimmerings of cyberwar were evident in the strategy of disrupting Iraqi air defense communications. IW capitalizes on the growing sophistication, connectivity, and reliance on information technology. As a result of this interconnectivity, IW techniques can influence all three components of the nation-state: the people (P), the government (G), and the military (M) (figure 1).
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Figure 1
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The global connectivity that lends cyberwar its potency also necessitates a rethinking of actors and moral and ethical choices in its use. When is it exclusively a military application? Who wields the weapon if an attack on the financial sector is envisioned? Is it primarily a tool of nation-states, transnational groups, or individuals? Unlike most modern weapons, CNA technology derives from the commercial sector – it is the province of the hacker. When is first use or a preemptive strike allowable? Is a cyber attack an act of war? As implied in the example, the possibility of unintended civilian death is ever present. These questions surpass the debate over nuclear weapons, and underscore the truly unique nature of IW. The question that we seek to answer here is “If IW is a legitimate form of war, can it be non-violent?”

Current doctrine defines IW as an integrating strategy, designed to enhance the traditional tools of warfare rather than replace them. For the moment, there is little likelihood IW will assume the role of nuclear weapons in their early days, in the mistaken belief they had rendered conventional arms obsolete. There are also many parallels with the history of air power.\(^4\) In its narrowest sense of war in cyberspace, IW grew up almost overnight. It has developed so rapidly, new practices and ideas become outmoded before they can be fully digested. Much of its doctrine is based on promise rather than practice. Finally, some would even propose establishing a separate “InfoCorps.”

\(^4\) Col Dave Tretler, USAF (Ret), “Air Power” (lecture given at the National War College, Washington, DC, 19 October 1998)
While this prospect is unlikely in the near term, IW is at least expanding from the Joint Staff (J6K) to the global CINC level of responsibility.

Does IW truly represent a revolution and not simply evolution in military affairs? Andrew Krepinevich defines a military revolution as “what occurs when the application of new technologies into a significant number of military systems combines with innovative operational concepts and organizational adaptation in a way that fundamentally alters the character and conduct of conflict. It does so by producing a dramatic increase – often an order of magnitude or greater – in the combat potential and military effectiveness of armed forces.”¹⁵ Who would argue that the bloodless, non-lethal and asymmetric nature of cyberwar does not herald a fundamental alteration; or that the focused application of information in a computer network attack is not an exponential force magnifier?

Clausewitz wrote, “the invention of gunpowder and the constant improvement of firearms are enough in themselves to show that the advance of civilization has done nothing practical to alter or deflect the impulse to destroy the enemy, which is central to the very idea of war.”¹⁶ Does war in the Information Age negate this notion? I prefer to believe that the impulse survives, as borne out by the violent and bloody conflicts that still abound in the world. CNA, the essence of IW, brings war home to industrial man. It is as pervasive as the electromagnetic spectrum; its potency and reach increase with each new link established. It portends an era of nonviolent conflict. Yet
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however effective it is or may grow to be, it cannot alter the physics of a bullet in flight. The “death machine” of conventional arms will proceed apace for the foreseeable future. As we navigate our way through the fog of the information revolution, we must seize the opportunity to shape its outcome.

"Victory smiles on those who anticipate the changes in the character of war, not upon those who wait to adapt themselves after the changes occur."  
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